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Named a Superlawyer, Cory Morris is admitted to practice in New York State, the Eastern
District of New York and the Southern District of New York. He is also admitted to practice law
in Florida State. He was named top 40 under 40 by the Long Island Business News and named
top 30 under 30 by the Huntington Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Morris is an advocate for
equality, civil rights and social justice within the legal community. In recognition of this, Mr.
Morris is the recipient of an Equality Award at the Suffolk County New York Civil Liberties Union
50th Anniversary Gala and the New York State Bar Empire Justice Award for Pro Bono work.
He is focused on helping people charged with a crime, regardless of the allegations, and helping
people vindicate their rights to be free from unreasonable government intrusion and excessive
force. The Law Offices of Cory H. Morris focuses on helping individuals facing addiction and
criminal issues, accidents and injuries, and, lastly, accountability issues.
Mr. Morris is familiar with the issues surrounding Long Island and has an advanced background
in psychology, serving as an Adjunct at Adelphi University. He attended college on Long Island,
starting at Nassau Community College, obtaining his Bachelor’s Degree in Criminal Justice from
Adelphi University in 2008 and his Master’s Degree from Adelphi’s Derner Institute of Advanced
Psychological Studies in 2010. During his graduate degree, his concentration was on forensic
psychology, substance abuse, and impulsive disorders. He obtained an assistantship with Dr.
Larry Josephs, was published in the Encyclopedia of the History of Psychological Theories and
contributed to Adelphi’s scholarship, working with a doctoral student and post-doctoral professor
in developing his thesis titled “Impulsivity in the form of Suicidality in Borderline Personality
Disorder.”
Mr. Morris graduated Touro College at the top of his class, was a Dean’s List recipient and
received both the David A. Berg Public Interest Fellowship and the Howard Glickstein Public
Interest Fellowship. He served as President of the American Civil Liberties Union student group,
vice president of the criminal justice society at Touro College and was a member of Touro’s
International Law Review. He also participated in the Center for Restorative Practices, the
Unemployment Action Center, and other student groups and public interest organizations.
During his tenure at Touro College, he volunteered with both the Mississippi Center for Justice
and with Malik Rahim’s Common Ground organization in Louisiana. He successfully helped
nearly a dozen unemployment claimants at administrative hearings, receiving an award for
outstanding advocate, helped high school students facing school suspension hearings, and
worked as a live chat operator to help low-income New Yorkers obtain free legal services and
representation from pro bono attorneys. He is also the recipient of several awards for pro bono
legal services as well as the Brian Lord Memorial Award for his demonstrated commitment to
public interest.

Victor John Yannacone Jr. is an advocate, trial lawyer, and litigator
practicing today in the manner of a British barrister by serving of
counsel to attorneys and law firms locally and throughout the United
States in complex matters. Over the last four years he has been actively
involved in discovery litigation, particularly e-discovery in the federal
courts and FOIL litigation in the New York Courts.
Mr. Yannacone has been continuously involved in computer science
since the days of the first transistors in 1955 and actively involved in
design, development, and management of relational databases since his
landmarked DDT litigation in 1966.
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DAv10 PAUL HoRoWITZ (david@newyorkpractice.org) is a member of Geringer, McNamara & Horow·
1tz 1n New York City, and has represented parties 1n personal injury, professional negligence, and
commercial cases for more than 27 years. Complementing his lit1gation practice, he teaches New
York Praaice at Columbia Law School and serves as a private arbitrator, mediator, discovery referee.
and expert witness. He is the author of Bender's New York Evidence and New York Civil Disclosure
(LexisNexis), as well as the 2008 Supplement and forthcoming Third Edition ol Fisch on New York
Evidence® (lond Publications). He serves on lhe Office of Court Admin:~:,,,,:011·s C,vi1 P"iic1:c~ A.(r.;,.
sory Committee. is a member of the New York State Bar Association's CPLR Committee. a:-:c li<!S
been selected eight times since 2007 for Inclusion in the New York Super Lawyers listn;i. ,e serveo
as a Reporter lOthe New York Pattern Jury Instructions (P.J.I.) Committee and was selea ea bv 'he
New York Board of law Examiners to present CPLR lectures to 2016 bar examination ca:·d1oates. ,V:~.
Horowitz is a frequent lecturer on civil practice, evidence, ethics, and alternative dispute resoluiion
throughout New York Stace for the New York State Judicial Institute and on behalf of numerous bar
assoc;ati.rs. e·.i:; 'ur.; an,:; lq a1oeo,rtrn"~~s.

Two Different Worlds
I ast month's colunu1 d bcu::-sed the
Decemb~r 15, 201:i, decision from tlw
Co1.1 rt ot .Appc,, ls in 1\[;a.,;us ikiation l.
lnc. l'. Vnrig Logi~1ico 5.A..,! v\·here th e
C(1urt confron ted, for the first time,
spolia tion of electronically ston.'d
information (ES(). P.:gaw~ resoun d ingly ra tified th e first Department's
20J 2 d ecision in Vo:,m HD IIo/df;:.gs LLC
u. Ed10S!:1r Satd!ite L L.C.,: 1...·hich in
turn atioptcd the holdings ('f SD~Y' s
Judge Shi ra Shcindlin's 2003 decision
in l., ;;b1ilake ,'. UDS Warhr,rx LL.C. 1
Ho\\'cn!r, dfecti\·c DecembL· r l,

20'15, there wen.' a m1mber of signifi ·
cant changes to the f cd<:rnl Rules of
Ci\·il P rocedttr<: (Fed. R. Ch·. J'.), ,md
ch,il1gcs lo hd. R. Ci,·. P. 37 significantlv c1lte red what had been. in manv
imp~ rtant ways, th e Z u!ni!nke lami ·
scap e in federa l c:ourt.
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Releva nt to f SJ and spolia tion is the
ch,:mge to Rule 37:
Ru le 37. l'aiiure t,, '\'la ke Disrlo~m,'s u r to Cotip era t~ in Discm·enc;
San,·ti on s

!Ci Failur,' w Presen·e rtcctronica/lv Stored Information. lf d ectronically .ston!d infor.milti<•n thar
should h ,wc been prcse.rYed in the
anti cip a tinn or cunduct 0f liti gatio n is lost because c1 par ty failed to

takt· rN,snn,1 ble ster~ to pre$cn-e
it, :md it can no t be rl'S!t)rt'd N
rt.•pl,wed through ad d itionclj J iscon:"rv, the co urt:
(1) \l\,'1m rind ing prciudi<:t' to
am,thc r !,'Mty frum lo~~ of the
inionn ,1tio n. mn,· order m easures

no greater tlum n.:'c.essc1r:,• to cure
the prejudke; o r
(2) only upon finding that the party
acted with the intent to depri\'e
another party of the info.rmatio n':~1sc in th"' lilig,1t i,lJ\ ma)·:
(i\) prt'sume that the lost inform ation tva~ tm frs or,\blt> to the rc1rh·;
([l) instruct the jury !hil t it mav or
must p res ume the infonnntio n " ' ,'IS
unhn-o,.abl e to t he p arty; or
(C) dismi~" lhC' action or enter a
Jd-i ult ju d gmrnt.

Advisory Committee Comments
The Advisory Committee explained

the impetus behind the 2015 amendment to Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(e):
Present Rule 37(e), adopted in
2006, p mYid,~;,: "i\b;;cnt C.'<C!:'I'tion,\] dri: L1 111sta nccs, a cnu.rt mil\' n<>t
impo$,~ ~anctions Linde r thcs~ rules
on a party for fo.ilin g to pruYid e
elc' ctronically ston·d inform ,,tjm,
lost a :; a rc;;ult of the routine, g oodfc1ith op L'rnt ion of .~n elei:tronic
in formation svstelll. " Th is li m ited
rule has not ad equ a tely oddre; ::;ed
the scriou, pwblcm:- rc,mJting irnm
the cn n tin ucd C'xponential growth

jn the \'C>lumt> <>f sllrh info rm ation.
Fe,frral circuit!:- h ,i,·c e~tnblishcLl
sig niik~ntly diffrrent !-> tandards
for irn po'-iin~ SitrKti<.>ns or oJr,>tiYc' mcas11r,is on p,wties who fail
to prese rve d ectrnnjc:ally s to red
i.nformati.-,n. l ht'St! d E~\·elo1,inent$
ha\'C caw;ed Jitig,1nts to exrend
exres;;iYe f:!ftor t Mtd mon('y on
p re~e n ·ation in 1•rd er to av11id the
risk of sel"ere ; a11L"'tions if a cuur t
iind- they Jid n1,t do e1w u e:h .
N e,,· R,,le 37(e} n·:plnces the 2Ll06
ru le·. It iluthorile,- and ;pccifies
mea,t,res ,1 co ur{ m,1y em p lo\' i (
i11fonnation thM should h nH~ b,~ell
pre,ern•d i, lost, and sp ecifies tlw
findi ngs nei:ess an· to ju~tifv the~e
m e,1sures. ft therefor,' for('closes
rcliil n t ~~ on inherL'nt au thor il ,· or
state lc1,,· tl) d c termint· ,,hen certain rne,1;ure,; shouJo l,e u%·d. Thl'
nde d oe, n ot affect the rnlidity ot
an imkpt~nd en t to rt cla im for spnliation if ~t,,te law np plies in,, ,'.a~c
and m1thori;,.es th (• ciaim.
fhe nl(',, rule applies <•nly to ek e·
trnnic,11,y s tored information, aJso
tht' foe u;; ni the 200ti rn!,' . lt ;i p p lic-;
only when such info rma tion i,; lost.
Be<:ause elt'(tro.nic;;Hy ,t<>red ink,rm,1tio n o iten exists in multip le'
locati,)11,, loss from one s<>urn~
m,1y o ften be har rnt..~;.:s ,,, h en , ubstitute inform atio n can be fou nd
d:;cw herci.
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1h.· Advisory Committee pointc-d
ou t that the cx iste.t',ce, and p otential
im p act, of prescr\ ation rcqu irements
independent of lh<)~ in litigation:
Al tn,,ugh tht> rule focuses on the
cor:n111on-ia-..,· ,>blig;ition t o presen·e in the ,mtidpation or conduct oi ii tig ati on. COllr ts may
somctinws consider , ,,hether there
w,1s an indcpe,.tdent requ.ircment
th.H th e iost information be preserved. Su,h n:i,1iiirements arise
from :nan~- sources - , tctute;;,
cdministrati,·,:- rrgubti<, rb, an

order in another case, o r d party's
own in forr:nation-re Lcnt i.on protocols. The cou rt slwcJld be sen sith·e, h o,,·c,·er, to th;_• fact tha t s uch
in d ep er.d c·n t p re:-;en-,llion re~J;tiTCrnen t::o may be ,1dd r,:-s:;cd t,, a wi.d e
rnr(e[y o f concerns unrelated to the
current ,itigi:ltion. Th,~ fto ct thn.t a
pa:~v h<1d an i.ndepemler1t oblig<1lion to preser.\ e inforr.1,1 li01: chws
not nece.,sc1 riiv m ea n that it had
such ,1 duty with . ~::;pect Lo !hl' :iliga ti,,n, nnd the fact that thl! party
fc1iied t0 oh,;.crvc sonw other ;,rc!>er,·,:,.tion obligation Llo~s not it, eli
pron· th<1t its ,:,!forts to prcsen ·c
were not re..i,;,)nabk v,ith respect

fur ther mea&ures :;hou Id be t,i ken.
A! the s.im.: tim e, i : is in, p or-

tant to emphasiL<? that dfo (ts to
restore or rcp b ce iost inionna ti N1
through d iscov t>ry should be rro/X>rtio nnl to the .:1ppnr,:,nt importarn:e of th.e Jo;;~ inforn1arion to
ch>i ms or J d ens~s in the litigMi1m.
r-or example, suh~tanti,1! rn('as m cs
,hm1ld not be c-mploy ed to tl:':-;tore
,1r rcrince in f<• rm nti c,n tlMt is mc rginaliy rdev ,mt or dupli, ,1tfve.

fhe Advisory Conunittec e xpres$ly
rejected the Second Circuit approach to
the imposltion of sc1nctions on a finding of negligence or gross negligence,
which the Pegnf>t.t.i Court continues to
follow:
S11 i1 1h,ision !ei (2i . This st1bdi1 i., iun

d estroyed or l.ost ~hm1Jd bl' on replacing the lost evidence :

:rntho ri7c~ coun~ to i.:.se specified and \'cry sc\·t re cr.cast.a~s to
address or dctt!r failures to ?Tese:Te eledwnic,1lly stored information, but <•nly on finding that
the p,nt.~· that :o,,t the inio~:Tintion
ac:tcJ \\"ith the ii,tcnt to d ep ri 1·e
anoti1er p artv o f. the in fornt,;tion';;
use in the :itig ation. JL i~ d t\sig.1~ed
to /'TOVid~ c1 u;1iform slt1r1ciard in
fecieral cov rt for u se of these ,;:er;ot1s me,1sures when ,Hidressir,g
faHun' to pn•sern~ el.ectninicai:v
stored info rrna tion. 1t rejects cases
~uch c)!' l<l'$identinl ! i.u.,:df.,.\~ Corp. r·.
D,•G,•i;;Sf Fin,.1;1cia! C,1rp., 306 f. 3d

Wben a party lai!s to t,,kc ri.'ason·
,1b]e st,:,i-~s to p r~ct\"c e:.ectronical-

99 (2d Cir. 2002), that at.1thorize
the g i\'ing o f a,h-e r~e-infrrence

lv stored information th,:.t .::.hou i.d

in stn.1..:tions on ,'.. fi:tdins of :H'gli·
gc1lcc or gro~c; negligence.
Ad.\ c c;;c-inter<?nce ins I rnctior~"
wer.e devl:!iopcd ()n the p remise
thnt ,1 p ,1rty 's intention.al i< 1 S~ or
d estruction o{ evidence to p revent
its ;..i:;e in litiga ti on g lvcs rise to a
reasonab le inier<?nce ll1,1t the e \' id ence was unfavorable to the party
resp ilnsibk for lo.,;s or deshuction
of th.e nidence. :\t>i;;ligent or en~1.
grossly n egligent bcha\iOr does
not Jogir ,1llv suppo:·t t hat infe rence. fnfor.mation Jost through
n egligence may have been fa,·orable to either party, including the
party that lost it, and inferring that
it was unfavorable to that party
may tip the balance at trial in ways

to c1 po rticui,l r: C,l Sl~.

TJ,e in itial focu,.; when FST is

ha,"C been prescn-ed in t he anticipation L'r cond u .::t oi iitiga ti on, ,m.d
t!1e iniormc1tion is lost .:,5 a re-,ult.
l~uJ.:., ?,7(ei ctim:t5 tha t the initi,1i
foetL;; shou ld be on whether th e
los t informa tion can be re;,tornd or
re r l,Ked thn11.1gh adJitin1~ill disrn,·ery. ~ othing in the ,:u ic li mits
the , ourfs power:-. tinc.kr Rule,
16 and 26 to auth(1 ri1c ad d itiona l
discover~·- Orders undcr Ruic, 26(b)
{2)(13; rega rdi ng di~wniry from
sources thnt would Ndinariiy c>c
considered ~nacccs$iblc or tmder
Rule ::!6(c)(l )(BI on a!lorntion ( >i
ex~' etlSf:'5 m ,1y bti pcrtinen! to soh·k~ ;,i1cl1 problems. If the inio rm,1tion is re.:;tnrcd or re placed, no
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the lost information never would
have. Th e better rule for the negligent or grossly n egligent Joss of
electronically stored information
is to p reser n· ,1 broaci rnng e of
mea~nn::•;; to cur<? preju dice> cau sed
by its Joss, but to limit the n1Cl5t
~C'V ere m easures lo instdnct•s of
intentionnl 1oss or dc:~trnction.

An Example of the Impact of the
Rule Change
Lt, a decision by E.D.N.Y. Magistrate
Judge Roanne L. Mann, the court rec-

ommended, wider the old Ru le 37(e),
that a two-part permissive adverse
inferen ce instruction be given to the
jury for spoliation of back office data:-!
(1) From the fact that the Foreign
Defendants produced no evidence
of any actual plans or preparations
to take CKB public, the jurors may
infer that no such documents ever
c'xi:: c ttd am:( that the Foreign D eicnd ,1r. t~ had no ~'kn ,md mad e n o
prepnrations ~o take CKH public.
(2) To the extent th;; t the jururs
~i nd th at any tm~'rothtceJ evid enct'
e\·er existed, the1· m ay in.fer that
the 1m produced c ,·id e nce w o..rld
su p p ort th e SEC'$ a1Jcgation that
t!, e foreig n De fendants had no
plan and m.,1de no pre~>arat;ons to
go public.

!',:oting that "The amended ni ks
govern in 'all proceedings in ci, il
cases"' commenced after Decemb er 1,
201S, and, "inso for as just a.nd p racticable, ,,11 procee dings then pending," the
comt directed the pnrties to file >'Ub missions ad d ressing the i mp.Kt of the
rule ch anges on the sanctions imposed
and, upon c0nsideration of the submis-

sions, ce\-ised its recomm endatiOJ1:
f he Court reasoned l!MI indudir..g

the first iMtrnction wou Id allow
a jury to consider the pns5-ib i:ity likely, i:.1 ti,is Court's \' ic w - that
the requested d <•cument$ h.:id 1:e\"QT
exbtcu at ali. (C itation omittedi.
:-.'o:1ethdess, be-:au,,c thb i::- u]Limatcly c1 mCltion for J spol i,ltion
sn.nrtion, the first instniction .~ hould

not be g:,·en inll('pe11dently <'f the
second one. A p nrty ca:mot be sa.nction cd for spoli,Hion without a find-

ing that some c;poliatiun c,ccu m ..'<I.

The second instructir,n should he
anal p :ed unde,· the rcTi::eJ Rule
37{c), inasmuch a~ it is a sanction for missing information that
should - and, !ogicall:, woulcl ha ve been '.:'torcd electronically on
thi:> h,1 rd drin• th,1t the Foreign
Defendants turned over to the SEC.
The <1mended ruic "was ,1dopted to

\,·ithout a finding of ,;prejudice Ll'
another pMtv[,]" ,l!ld t:\ en then,
the sanc~ion may be "no greater
than nece~sary ltl cure the prejudiCli .... " red. r~. Ci v. P. 37(r)(l).
Thl' SEC arguc5 that "lt]he pre~cnt record supports the conclusion" that the h>niign Defrmdant:;:
ac:t.id with tlw int~nt to dq)ri\"C the

addre;;s concern;; that panics were
innnring bmdcn ,1nci expense ,15
a result oi o,·crprcscrvi.ng d,lt,l.

SrC [J 4] of its rCCJUCSted /!1,lll'rials.
(Utati:.in omitted). The Court di:s-

which t!1ev. did because thev. feared
se,·ere S!Joliation sancti,ms . . . . "

sufficiently clear to support the factual findin,;s that are a prerequisite
under the re,;ent revisions to Rule

l('itation and parenthetical omitted). 1\5 st1,h, ,1 CO\I rt may not now
impose an ad verse jury :nstruction
as a ~anction tor the spoliatiPn ot
ESI abse11t a sho1vi11g of a ]O$S of

ESI ''bC'causc a party failed t~· take
reasonable steps to p1·e,,:ciJT(! it," as
wcl! ,is "irL,!nl tc., dcprini an<.lthcir
party" of the use oi that infonnaLion. fed. R. C:h·. r. '.',7(e)(2). A rnurl
may nol impose a sanction at all

agrccs,

,1:::,

the cxi~ting record is not

.37. ThP Court cannot ev1m conclude, a!> a threshold matter. that
the forei):,'11 Dtdendants destroyed
or foiled to prc-;.c.1-Y,~ these materi,!15 .i.t ,1 I I - si 111 ply put, Lhert~ i5 ,1
strong likelilwod thc1t the materials
m!\·er exi~ted . (Cit,:ti,m omitted) .
:\oncthele~s, in the enml Lhe case
pr,lceed" to tric1l, tht: SEC !:huu:d
be permitted to renew its motion

for l{ulc 37 sanctions and to make
the requisite showing of intent and
1<,,,~ of !:SI ba5cd on the e,·idencc
adduced at trial.

f.1w,ch2!;hn
.\:o longer can c1 lmvyer in Ne,v
York State Supreme Comt at 60 Centre
Street in tvfonhattan cross the street to
the Federal Court at JO Centre Street
secure in the k1101dedge that the
same rules apply to the spoliation of

ESI.
Whilt~ life for \Jew York State practitioners has gotten a L,it more compliG~ted, Pr.'gns11~ does clarify the rules for
state court practice, for both ESI ,md
non-ESI spoliMion.

2. ~:,-; A.f1 ..1:i ;.\ .:t.2. 9:1q ,~.\'.::,.~d 121 (l~t nc•rr't
2012·:.

3.

:2:; le.JU>. 212 (~.D.., .Y. 2::ll3).

f•!i. ,, ,a.>. 11-CV-556.:1
{l{K.'v1:, 7-i.'lk US. l.bt. LJ::Xt:; 16533 :.E.11.1\.Y. fr·., .
2. 2ClH)) .

~. sr:c :.', CK.GU';.~ .1i:1:'d .... ,·g~.

Give $30, give $100, give $1,000-with any amount we will make a difference! The more received,
the more profound the difference in the lives of those in need of legal assistance!
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share in our conviction that we must work together to bring equal access to justice to all New Yorkers.
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Sanctions for the Spoliation of Electronically
Stored Information
George Bundy Smith and Thoms J. Hall , New York Law Journal

October 20, 2016
In recent years, New York courts have been increasingly called upon to determine whether and what
sanctions are appropriate for the spoliation of electronically stored information (ESI).
Under New York law, spoliation sanctions may be available where a litigant, intentionally or
negligently, disposes of crucial items of evidence before an adversary has an opportunity to inspect
them, thus depriving the party seeking the sanction of the means for proving his claim or defense.
New York courts have consistently held that a party seeking sanctions for spoliated evidence must
demonstrate three elements: "(1) that the party with control over the evidence had an obligation to
preserve it at the time it was destroyed; (2) that the records were destroyed with a culpable state of
mind; and (3) that the destroyed evidence was relevant to the party's claim or defense such that the
trier of fact could find that the evidence would support that claim or defense."1
This column discusses spoliation and recent Commercial Division cases clarifying the scope of a
litigant's duty in the electronic discovery context and the sanctions imposed for a failure to preserve
ESI.

Duty to Preserve
Under New York law, the obligation to preserve ESI attaches when a party "reasonably anticipates
litigation," which can occur long before litigation is actually commenced. In Ocwen Loan Servicing v.
Ohio Pub. Employees Ret. Sys.,2 for example, Justice Eileen Bransten of the New York County
Commercial Division held that the defendant had a duty to preserve employee emails and messages
that arose when litigation was first threatened between the parties in May 2011, even though no
complaint was filed until December 2012, over a year and a half later.
Once triggered, in at least two respects a litigant's duty to preserve ESI is broad. For one, given the
reality that computer systems commonly have automatic deletion features that periodically purge
electronic documents such as email, a litigant's duty to preserve ESI requires more than simply
avoiding acts of destruction. Indeed, New York courts require litigants to take "active steps" to
preserve ESI once litigation is reasonably anticipated, including implementing a litigation hold that
ensures any automatic deletion features are halted.3
Moreover, a litigant's duty to preserve ESI extends beyond electronic files to include "system
metadata," which is data not embedded in the file but stored in a computer's operating system.
http://www.newyorklawjournal.com/printerfriendly/id=1202770386568#
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Metadata is commonly defined as "data about data" and includes, among other things, a file's author,
time of creation and modification dates.
Metadata's significance was recently illustrated in Bros v. FMC Construction,4 in which Queens
County Commercial Division Justice Timothy J. Dufficy ordered sanctions based on the destruction of
metadata "reveal[ing] the true generation dates and revision histories of documents" the spoliator had
otherwise produced in hard copy. Justice Dufficy noted in particular that "[e]lectronic documents in
their native language form may be discoverable, even when a hard copy has been provided," and that
"files copied to another computer [do not] necessarily contain the native system metadata." The
missing metadata at issue in Bros was, indeed, significant, as it had the potential to prove whether the
defendant had purposefully backdated a thirdparty agreement to obfuscate plaintiff's contractual
inference claim.

Culpability and Relevancy
A party seeking spoliation sanctions must establish that destroyed ESI resulted from a culpable state
of mind and that it was relevant to its claim or defense. These culpability and relevancy requirements
often merge, however, as New York courts generally will infer the relevance of missing ESI upon a
showing that it was destroyed in bad faith or as the result of a party's grossly negligent conduct.
In Oorah, Inc. v. Covista Commc'ns,5 for example, New York County Commercial Division Justice
Bransten presumed the relevance of missing documents that were lost due to the defendants' gross
negligence in selling a server containing the documents to a third party whose "standard protocol" was
to erase the servers' contents. The court found the plaintiff "was aware—or at a minimum, should
have been aware…of the problems associated with its sale of the servers to a thirdparty that wiped
them clean."
In L&L Painting Co. v. Odyssey Contracting Corp.,6 however, Justice Bransten clarified that missing
ESI is not presumed relevant if a spoliator acts with ordinary (rather than gross) negligence. In that
case, the court refused to presume the relevancy of missing emails and messages that were deleted
as a result of plaintiff's ordinary negligence in failing to disable certain automatic deletion features.
Justice Bransten further noted that "even a finding of gross negligence does not, in all cases, obviate
the need to demonstrate the relevance of the evidence sought."

Nature of Sanctions Imposed
CPLR Section 3126 grants New York courts broad discretion to fashion appropriate sanctions to
provide proportionate relief to the party deprived of spoliated ESI. These sanctions can include an
order precluding proof favorable to the spoliator to restore balance to the litigation, requiring the
spoliator to pay costs to the injured party associated with the development of replacement evidence,
employing an adverse inference instruction at the trial of the action, or (in extreme cases) dismissing
the action or striking responsive pleadings.7
Commercial Division cases, however, reflect a reluctance to impose the most severe sanctions unless
the spoliated ESI constitutes the sole means by which an aggrieved party can establish its case.
In HMS Holdings Corp. v. Arendt,8 for instance, Justice Richard M. Platkin of the Albany County
Commercial Division refused to preclude defendants from introducing evidence and imposed a lesser
adverse inference sanction, notwithstanding that he found defendants guilty of intentionally and
willfully destroying ESI. Arendt involved significant evidence that defendants, two former employees of
the plaintiff, had purposefully destroyed ESI shortly after plaintiff brought claims alleging
misappropriation and misuse of its confidential information. In particular, forensic examinations
http://www.newyorklawjournal.com/printerfriendly/id=1202770386568#
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showed that one defendant used a nonautomatic "data wiping tool" on his personal computer six
separate times while the other defendant deleted specific files bearing the plaintiff's company name in
the month following the court's discovery order.
In ordering a more lenient adverse inference instruction, Justice Plantkin explained that while the
defendants had "engaged in egregious misconduct for which they bear a high degree of culpability,"
an order precluding their evidence—which he found would be tantamount to ruling for plaintiff on the
merits—was "generally unwarranted where, as here, the spoliated evidence is not the sole means by
which plaintiff can establish its claims."
Ocwen Loan Servicing9 presents another recent example where a less severe sanction was ordered
on the rationale that the innocent party was able to mount a claim or defense absent the spoliated
evidence. In that case, Justice Bransten ordered a more lenient adverse inference instruction in favor
of striking the defendants' detrimental reliance defense—despite finding that ESI was destroyed due
to the defendant's gross negligence—in light of the fact that the plaintiff had at least some evidence to
disprove the defendant's claim.

Conclusion
A litigant's obligation to preserve ESI is broader than might be assumed, extending beyond mere files
to "system metadata" and requiring that litigants take active steps to protect ESI, including instituting a
litigation hold that disables a computer's automatic deletion features. While a spoliator's culpability
level bears on the proof burden placed on the innocent party, recent Commercial Division cases show
some reluctance to order the most severe sanctions so long as the innocent party is left with some
evidence to establish its claim or defense.
Endnotes:
1. VOOM HD Holdings v. EchoStar Satellite, 93 A.D.3d 33, 45, 939 N.Y.S.2d 321, 330 (1st Dept.
2012) (adopting the approach of Zubulake v. UBS Warburg, 220 F.R.D. 212 (S.D.N.Y. 2003)
(Sheindlin, J.) and its progeny).
2. Ocwen Loan Servicing v. Ohio Pub. Employees Ret. Sys., 49 Misc. 3d 1219(A), 28 N.Y.S.3d 649
(N.Y. Co. 2015).
3. See VOOM HD, 93 A.D.3d at 4142; 939 N.Y.S.2d at 328.
4. Bros v. FMC Construction, 2016 WL 3509226 (N.Y.Sup.) (Trial Order) (Queens Co. 2016).
5. Oorah v. Covista Commc'ns, 2016 WL 4459503 (N.Y.Sup.), 2016 N.Y. Slip Op. 31618(U) (Trial
Order) (N.Y. Co. 2016).
6. L&L Painting Co. v. Odyssey Contracting Corp., 2014 WL 4829629 (N.Y.Sup.), 2014 N.Y. Slip Op.
32511(U) (Trial Order) (N.Y. Co. 2014).
7. See Ortega v. City of N.Y., 9 N.Y.3d 69, 76, 876 N.E.2d 1189, 1192 (2007).
8. HMS Holdings Corp. v. Arendt, 47 Misc. 3d 1222(A), 17 N.Y.S.3d 383 (Albany Co. 2015).
9. Ocwen Loan Servicing, 49 Misc.3d 1219(A), 28 N.Y.S.3d 649.
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For many years the sanctions available for the spoliation of electronically stored information (ESI)
were largely similar in both the New York federal and state courts. New York state court decisions
frequently tracked the federal common law spoliation analysis, most notably set out in the Southern
District of New York's Zubulake v. UBS Warburg and Pension Comm. of Univ. of Montreal Pension
Plan v. Banc of Am. Secs. line of cases.1 This analysis allowed for severe—and sometimes case
terminating—sanctions, such as adverse inference instructions, dismissal of claims or counterclaims,
or outright dismissal of actions, for both grossly negligent or intentional spoliation. However, in the
past year, with the passage of the December 2015 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure (the Rules), the measure for spoliation and accompanying sanctions in New York state and
federal courts has diverged.

Under the Federal Rules
Among the December 2015 amendments to the Rules was a significant rewrite of Rule 37(e), which
addresses sanctions available for the failure to preserve ESI. Under the revised rule, sanctions are
only available if ESI "that should have been preserved in the anticipation or conduct of litigation is lost
because a party failed to take reasonable steps to preserve it, and it cannot be restored or replaced
through additional discovery[.]" The amendment's most notable departure from certain jurisprudence
developed within the Second Circuit concerns remedies available for negligent spoliation, in contrast
to the remedies available only for intentional spoliation. Neither set of remedies can be reached now
unless the ESI is actually lost—entirely irretrievable from another source or party.
If the preservation obligation and loss requirements are satisfied, negligent spoliation requires a
further finding of prejudice. If those criteria are satisfied, the court may deploy a host of sanctions, but
none can be caseterminating. The committee notes list the sanctions appropriate for nonintentional
spoliation, which include evidence preclusion to offset prejudice; presentation of evidence or argument
to the jury regarding the loss of information; and/or jury instructions that would assist in evaluation of
that evidence or argument (distinguishable from an adverse inference instruction). Monetary sanctions
such as costs and legal fees are also available.
If, however, the court finds that a party "acted with the intent to deprive another party of the
information's use in the litigation," prejudice is presumed and the court may choose among more
severe sanctions, which include a presumption that lost information was unfavorable (in the context of
a dispositive motion or bench trial); instruction to the jury that it may or must presume the information
was unfavorable; or dismissal of the action or entering of a default judgment. The latter remedy has
http://www.newyorklawjournal.com/printerfriendly/id=1202778397840#
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been utilized to dismiss or bar specific claims and counterclaims, as well. The committee notes
emphasize that Rule 37(e) bars these sanctions where the requisite intent is lacking. This is a direct
change from preamendment common law that allowed for adverse inference sanctions upon finding
gross negligence.2 Moreover, the notes indicate that if the sanctions described in the Rule are too
extreme for the situation, lesser sanctions may be awarded, noting that the "remedy should fit the
wrong."
In the year following the amendment, the published decisions from the New York federal district courts
addressing ESI spoliation under the revised Rule 37(e) were relatively few in number. Some courts
continued to look to the common law instead, where the matter or motion was pending prior to the
amendment.3 Others proceeded under the revised rule, even where the litigation predated the
amendment—in part because the amendment could be viewed as more lenient toward the spoliator.4
Those courts that proceeded under the revised Rule have hewn closely to its instructions concerning
"loss" and the availability of sanctions for differing levels of culpability, at times even imposing more
lenient sanctions in the face of intentional conduct.
The Second Circuit applied amended Rule 37(e) in Mazzei v. Money Store and affirmed the trial
court's decision not to give an adverse inference instruction where the loss of relevant ESI was not
intentional.656 F. App'x 558 (2d Cir. 2016). And, in Best Payphones v. City of New York, the court
closely analyzed whether the ESI was "lost," holding that since the movants "did not attempt to
retrieve copies of the emails, or the information that was in the emails," from third parties, "which
would have cured any violation under Rule 37(e)," there could be no finding of loss and therefore no
sanctions, despite negligent failure to preserve ESI. Only reasonable attorney fees and costs were
awarded because some responsive documents were later produced as a result of the spoliation
motion. 2016 WL 792396, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 26, 2016). In Cat3 v. Black Lineage, the first decision in
the Southern District to interpret and apply Rule 37(e), the court closely applied each of the Rule's
requirements and held that relevant ESI, subject to preservation obligations, had been altered
intentionally in such a way as to render it "lost," making Rule 37(e)(2) sanctions available. But the
court rejected the "drastic sanctions" of dismissal or adverse inference instruction, and instead
precluded the spoliator from relying on altered versions of ESI and awarded costs and reasonable
attorney fees.5 Finally, in Feist v. Paxfire, the court found that the plaintiff had not intentionally
spoliated browser history because she routinely cleaned the harddrive and the computer had crashed
(although the court noted that routine cleaning should have been suspended as part of ongoing
preservation obligations); without intent, the court refused to award the extreme sanction of dismissal.
The court instead precluded plaintiff from arguing for an award of certain types of damages, for which
ESI relevant to the damages analysis had been lost.2016 WL 4540830 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 29, 2016).
While the developing case law in the Second Circuit suggests that litigants who negligently or
inadvertently spoliate relevant ESI may take comfort that the most severe sanctions will not be
available to their adversaries, the same cannot necessarily be said in New York state courts.

Under New York Common Law
Just days after the federal Rule 37(e) amendment took effect, the New York Court of Appeals handed
down a seminal decision on spoliation in Pegasus Aviation v. Varig Logistica S.A.,26 N.Y. 3d 543
(2015). The court held that the appellate division had erred in reversing a sanction order imposed by
the trial court for the loss of ESI as a result of the failure to implement a litigation hold and multiple
computer crashes. The trial court had held that the failure to issue a hold amounted to gross
negligence, presumed relevance of the irretrievable ESI, and awarded sanctions in the form of an
adverse inference instruction and striking of defendant's answer. In endorsing the trial court's order,
the Court of Appeals reiterated the existing New York standard that "adverse inference charges have
been found to be appropriate even in situations where the evidence has been found to have been
negligently destroyed," implicitly rejecting any incorporation of or movement toward the delineation
http://www.newyorklawjournal.com/printerfriendly/id=1202778397840#
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between sanctions options based on intentional and nonintentional spoliation in the thentwoweek
old amendment to Rule 37(e).
The trial and appellate courts in the state accordingly have continued to award more severe sanctions
than would be available in federal court in the absence of intentional spoliation. For example, in Arbor
Realty Funding v. Herrick, Feinstein, the First Department modified the sanction of dismissal,
replacing it with an adverse inference instruction and monetary sanctions instead, for the grossly
negligent spoliation of ESI as a result of the failure to issue a timely litigation hold, preserve additional
relevant custodians' ESI, and suspend routine data destruction, including backup tape recycling. 140
A.D.3d 607 (1st Dep't 2016). Similarly, in Cioffi v. S.M. Foods, the Second Department affirmed the
sanction of an adverse inference instruction for the spoliation of ESI even though plaintiffs had not
demonstrated the spoliation was "willful rather than merely negligent." 142 A.D. 3d 520, 526 (2d Dep't
2016). In Ferrara Bros. Bldg. Materials v. FMC Constr., the trial court awarded an adverse inference
instruction at trial for the loss of ESI as a result of the replacement of certain of defendants' computers
during the pendency of litigation, holding that the sanction was "sufficient to strike a balance between
the need to ameliorate any prejudice [arising] from the destruction" and "the absence of demonstrable
willfulness on the defendants' part."2016 WL 6583995, at *4 (Sup. Ct. Queens Cty. March 30, 2016).
In modifying a trial court decision to provide for an adverse inference instruction in lieu of striking an
answer, the Second Department noted in Peters v. Hernandez that "striking a pleading is a drastic
sanction to impose in the absence of willful or contumacious conduct."142 A.D. 3d 980, 981 (2d Dep't
2016). These decisions suggest that outright dismissal of a complaint or the striking of an answer for
gross negligence alone is not a readily available remedy in New York state court; however, the severe
sanction of an adverse inference instruction may be.

Conclusion
Intentional spoliators are likely to face similarly extreme and potentially caseterminating sanctions in
both New York state and federal courts. However, litigants should be aware that negligent spoliators
are subject to different standards, which may result in less certainty concerning what exposure a non
intentional spoliator may face if ESI is lost.
Endnotes:
1. Zubulake v. UBS Warburg, 229 F.R.D. 422 (S.D.N.Y. 2004); Pension Comm. of Univ. of Montreal
Pension Plan v. Banc of Am. Secs., 685 F. Supp. 2d 456, 46970, 49697 (S.D.N.Y. 2010).
2. See Pension Comm., 685 F. Supp. 2d 456; Residential Funding v. DeGeorge Fin., 306 F.3d 99 (2d
Cir. 2002).
3. See, e.g., Stinson v. City of New York, 2016 WL 54684 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 5, 2016) (applying common
law, grossly negligent spoliation resulted in sanction of permissive adverse inference instruction).
4. See, e.g., Cat3 v. Black Lineage, 164 F. Supp. 3d 488 at 496 (S.D.N.Y. 2016) (amended rule "is
much more comprehensive" and "in some respects more lenient as to the sanctions that can be
imposed for violation of the preservation obligation"); Best Payphones, v. City of New York, 2016 WL
792396, at *3 n.2 (E.D.N.Y. Feb. 26, 2016) (since "the application of the new rule does not create
issues of feasibility or injustice, the Court will apply the new rule with respect to the electronic
evidence at issue here").
5. Cat3, 164 F. Supp. at 50102. Evidence was subsequently submitted to the court demonstrating
that there had been no intentional discovery misconduct, and the sanctions motion was withdrawn.
See Cat3 v. Black Lineage, 2016 WL 1584011 (S.D.N.Y. April 6, 2016).
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•LITIGATION HOLD NOTICE
<<To be served by Defendants as soon as claim or Complaint is
filed>>
TO <<EACH PLAINTIFF/OTHER SOURCES>>, AND
THEIR ATTORNEYS OR OTHER LEGAL
REPRESENTATIVES

name each entity who may have discoverable
material with the complete address from
their website or other sources over which
they can be presumed to have control.
Use a separate row for each entity. Add rows,
if necessary.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that each of you and all of you, and each attorney
and law firm who represents you or any of you, and each attorney and
law firm who has represented you in the past with respect to any
matter involving <<insert a brief description of the subject matter of the
litigation and the action pending in <<Court>> as <<file/index/docket
number>> is directed to immediately implement a “litigation hold” such
that any documents, data, or electronically stored information
(ESI) is and shall be preserved and maintained in its native
format, and in accordance with the following safeguards:
Electronic data to be preserved
1.

The following types of electronic data and/or the electronic data of
the subsidiaries, divisions, agents, employees and relevant thirdparties or vendors of each of any of the parties to whom this
Notice is addressed should be preserved in native format, in
accordance with the steps set forth below:
1.1. All

electronic mail and information about electronic mail
(including message contents, header and logs of e-mail
system usage) sent or received by any custodian relating to
<<insert a brief description of the subject matter of the
litigation and the action pending in <<Court>> as
<<file/index/docket number>>
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1.2. All

databases, including field and structural information as well
as records, containing any information relating to <<insert a
brief description of the subject matter of the litigation and
the action pending in <<Court>> as <<file/index/docket
number>>

1.3. All

logs of activity on any computer systems that have been used
to process or store data containing information relating to
<<insert a brief description of the subject matter of the
litigation and the action pending in <<Court>> as
<<file/index/docket number>>

1.4. All

other electronic data containing information about, or relating
to, <<insert a brief description of the subject matter of the
litigation and the action pending in <<Court>> as
<<file/index/docket number>>including but not limited to:

1.4.1.

All word processing files and file fragments;

1.4.2.

Electronic data created by applications which process
financial, accounting and billing information;

1.4.3.

All electronic calendar and scheduling program files
and file fragments;

1.4.4.

All electronic spreadsheet files and file fragments.

On-Line Data Storage
2.

With regard to online storage and/or direct access storage devices
including, but not limited to, any file server or data array (e.g.
RAID) physically or remotely attached to the computers of any of
the parties to whom this Notice is addressed through wired or
wireless networking, the Defendant demands that you and each of
you do not modify or delete any existing electronic data files that
meet the criteria set forth above, unless an exact mirror image has
been made and will be preserved and kept accessible for purposes
of this litigation.

Off-Line Data Storage, Backups And Archives
3.

With regard to all electronic media used for offline storage, such
as magnetic tapes and cartridges, CDs, DVDs, USB devices (e.g.
‘thumb drives’) and the like, used with any computer, file server or
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data array (e.g. RAID), whether physically or remotely attached to
the computers of any of the parties to whom this Notice is
addressed through wired or wireless access that contain any
electronic information relating to the subject matter of this
litigation, the Defendant demands that you an each of you stop
any activity that may result in the loss of such data. This demand
is intended to cover all removable electronic media used for data
storage in any device, including those containing backup and/or
archive data sets.
Preservation of Replaced Data Storage Devices
4.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall preserve
any electronic data storage devices and/or media that may contain
data relating to <<insert a brief description of the subject matter
of the litigation>>and that it replaces for any reason.

Fixed Drives on Stand-Alone Personal Computers and Network
Workstations
5.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall not alter,
delete or over-write relevant electronic data that existed on fixed
drives attached to stand-alone microcomputers, network
workstations and/or data arrays (e.g. RAID) at the time of filing of
this action, or perform other procedures such as data compression
and disk defragmentation or optimization routines that may
impact such data, unless an exact mirror image has been made of
such active files and directory listings (including hidden and/or
deleted files) for all directories containing such files and that it
completely restore any altered, deleted or over-written electronic
files and file fragments and arrange to preserve all such data
during the pendency of this litigation.

Applications and Utilities
6.
You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall preserve
copies of all applications and utilities that may be used to process
electronic data discussed in this letter.
Log of System Modifications
7.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall maintain
an activity log of document modifications made to any electronic
data processing system that may affect the capability of any
Litigation Hold Notice
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system to process any electronic data relating to <<insert a brief
description of the subject matter of the litigation>>.
Personal computers and all other devices used by employees,
independent contractors and others under the control of you
and each of you
You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately take the following steps with regard to all fixed
drives attached internally, externally, physically and/or remotely
by wired or wireless access to any personal computers used by any
custodian under the control of you and each of you:

8.

8.1.

An exact mirror image must be made of all electronic data
relating to <<insert a brief description of the subject matter
of the litigation>>;

8.2.

Full directory listings (including hidden and deleted files) for
all directories and subdirectories must be written;
You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately take the following steps with regard to all removable
drives attached internally, externally, physically and/or remotely
by wired or wireless access to any personal computers used by any
custodian of such drives under the control of you and each of you:

9.

All removable electronic media, such as floppy diskettes,
magnetic tapes and cartridges, CDs, DVDs, USB devices
(e.g. “thumb drives”) and the like that existed before the
delivery of this letter and that contain relevant data should
collected, maintained intact and kept available during the
pendency of this litigation.

9.1.

10.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately take the following steps with regard to all other
relevant devices used by any custodian under the control of you
and each of you, whether it is internally, externally, physically
and/or remotely attached by wired or wireless access to any
system used by you and each of you:
10.1.

All cellular phones, personal data assistants (e.g.
Blackberry, iPhones, iPads), tablets, and/or any other device
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that stores electronic information (e.g. RAM on printing
devices or FAX machines) and the like that existed before
the delivery of this letter and that contain relevant data
should collected, maintained intact and kept available
during the pendency of this litigation, together with
voicemail messages, text messages (SMS or otherwise),
instant messages, and other communications and notes.
Evidence Created After Receipt of This Notice
11.

Any relevant electronic data created after receipt of this Notice
should be preserved in a manner consistent with the directions in
this Notice.

Metadata
12.

As it is relevant to all items cited hereinabove, you and each of
you is instructed to preserve all metadata and not to alter, delete
and/or over-rite any metadata.

Other materials concerning <<subject matter of the litigation>>
13.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately identify, protect, and preserve all other materials in
whatsoever form they may exist which relate to the subject matter
of this litigation or that has replaced it for any reason, in
particular and more specifically,
13.1.

All materials which relate in any way to <<insert a brief
description of the subject matter of the litigation>>.

13.2.

All materials which relate in any way to <<anyone specific
who may be named in the litigation>>.

Specifically with respect to <<any possibly related action >>
14.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately identify, protect, and preserve all materials in
whatsoever form they may exist which may have hitherto been
produced or otherwise relate to the actions <<any relevant prior
actions >>, including, but not limited to all pleadings filed or
submitted whether under seal or not, copies of all depositions,
interrogatories, or other discovery materials produced by or on
behalf of your company, or received by the attorneys for your
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company during the course of that litigation, and all
communications or records of communications involving that
litigation.
Specifically with respect to <<anything specific you can think
of>>
15.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately identify, protect, and preserve all materials in
whatsoever form they may exist which may have hitherto been
produced or otherwise relate to <<insert a brief description of the
subject matter of the litigation>>, including, but not limited to
<<insert any specifics you have not included in any other
paragraph.>>

DATED AT

Melville, New York
<<>> <<>> 2020

CORY H. MORRIS (CM 5225)
THE LAW OFFICES OF CORY H. MORRIS

Attorney for the <<Name of Party>>
Office & P.O. Address
135 Pinelawn Rd, suite 310
Melville, New York 11747
Phone: (631) 450–2515
FAX: (631) 223–7377

email

Cory.H.Morris@protonmail.com

VICTOR JOHN YANNACONE, JR. (VY6405)
of counsel
Phone: (631) 475–0231
Email barrister@yannalaw.com
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•LITIGATION HOLD NOTICE
To be served with a verified Complaint or Notice of Claim
TO <<MUNICIPALITY/GOVERNMENT
AGENCY/PARTY/OTHER SOURCES>>, AND
THEIR ATTORNEYS OR OTHER LEGAL
REPRESENTATIVES

name each entity who may have discoverable
material with the complete address from
their website or other sources over which
they can be presumed to have control.
Use a separate row for each entity. Add rows,
if necessary.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that each of you and all of you, and each attorney
and law firm who represents you or any of you, and each attorney and
law firm who has represented you in the past with respect to any
matter involving <<insert a brief description of the subject matter of the
litigation>> is directed to immediately implement a “litigation hold”
such that any documents, data, or electronically stored
information (ESI) is and shall be preserved and maintained in
its native format, and in accordance with the following safeguards:
Electronic data to be preserved
1.

The following types of electronic data and/or the electronic data of
the subsidiaries, divisions, agents, employees and relevant thirdparties or vendors of each named defendant should be preserved
in native format, in accordance with the steps set forth below:
1.1. All

electronic mail and information about electronic mail
(including message contents, header and logs of e-mail
system usage) sent or received by any custodian relating to
<<insert a brief description of the subject matter of the
litigation>>

1.2. All

databases, including field and structural information as well
as records, containing any information relating to <<insert a
brief description of the subject matter of the litigation>>
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1.3. All

logs of activity on any computer systems that have been used
to process or store data containing information relating to
<<insert a brief description of the subject matter of the
litigation>>

1.4. All

other electronic data containing information about, or relating
to, <<insert a brief description of the subject matter of the
litigation>>including but not limited to:

1.4.1.

All word processing files and file fragments;

1.4.2.

Electronic data created by applications which process
financial, accounting and billing information;

1.4.3.

All electronic calendar and scheduling program files
and file fragments;

1.4.4.

All electronic spreadsheet files and file fragments.

On-Line Data Storage
2.

With regard to online storage and/or direct access storage devices
including, but not limited to, any file server or data array (e.g.
RAID) physically or remotely attached to the computers of any
named Defendant through wired or wireless networking, the

3.

Plaintiff demands that you and each of you do not modify or delete
any existing electronic data files that meet the criteria set forth
above, unless an exact mirror image has been made and will be
preserved and kept accessible for purposes of this litigation.

Off-Line Data Storage, Backups And Archives
4.

With regard to all electronic media used for offline storage, such
as magnetic tapes and cartridges, CDs, DVDs, USB devices (e.g.
‘thumb drives’) and the like, used with any computer, file server or
data array (e.g. RAID), whether physically or remotely attached to
the computers of any named Defendants through wired or wireless
access that contain any electronic information relating to the
subject matter of this litigation, the Plaintiff demands that you an
each of you stop any activity that may result in the loss of such
data. This demand is intended to cover all removable electronic
media used for data storage in any device, including those
containing backup and/or archive data sets.
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Preservation of Replaced Data Storage Devices
5.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall preserve
any electronic data storage devices and/or media that may contain
data relating to <<insert a brief description of the subject matter
of the litigation>>and that it replaces for any reason.

Fixed Drives on Stand-Alone Personal Computers and Network
Workstations
6.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall not alter,
delete or over-write relevant electronic data that existed on fixed
drives attached to stand-alone microcomputers, network
workstations and/or data arrays (e.g. RAID) at the time of filing of
this action, or perform other procedures such as data compression
and disk defragmentation or optimization routines that may
impact such data, unless an exact mirror image has been made of
such active files and directory listings (including hidden and/or
deleted files) for all directories containing such files and that it
completely restore any altered, deleted or over-written electronic
files and file fragments and arrange to preserve all such data
during the pendency of this litigation.

Applications and Utilities
7.
You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall preserve
copies of all applications and utilities that may be used to process
electronic data discussed in this letter.
Log of System Modifications
8.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall maintain
an activity log of document modifications made to any electronic
data processing system that may affect the capability of any
system to process any electronic data relating to <<insert a brief
description of the subject matter of the litigation>>.

Personal computers and all other devices used by employees,
independent contractors and others under the control of you
and each of you
9.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately take the following steps with regard to all fixed
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drives attached internally, externally, physically and/or remotely
by wired or wireless access to any personal computers used by any
custodian under the control of you and each of you:

10.

9.1.

An exact mirror image must be made of all electronic data
relating to <<insert a brief description of the subject matter
of the litigation>>;

9.2.

Full directory listings (including hidden and deleted files) for
all directories and subdirectories must be written;
You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately take the following steps with regard to all removable
drives attached internally, externally, physically and/or remotely
by wired or wireless access to any personal computers used by any
custodian of such drives under the control of you and each of you:

10.1.

11.

All removable electronic media, such as floppy diskettes,
magnetic tapes and cartridges, CDs, DVDs, USB devices
(e.g. “thumb drives”) and the like that existed before the
delivery of this letter and that contain relevant data should
collected, maintained intact and kept available during the
pendency of this litigation.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately take the following steps with regard to all other
relevant devices used by any custodian under the control of you
and each of you, whether it is internally, externally, physically
and/or remotely attached by wired or wireless access to any
system used by you and each of you:
11.1.

All cellular phones, personal data assistants (e.g.
Blackberry, iPhones, iPads), tablets, and/or any other device
that stores electronic information (e.g. RAM on printing
devices or FAX machines) and the like that existed before
the delivery of this letter and that contain relevant data
should collected, maintained intact and kept available
during the pendency of this litigation, together with
voicemail messages, text messages (SMS or otherwise),
instant messages, and other communications and notes.

Evidence Created After Receipt of This Notice
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12.

Any relevant electronic data created after receipt of this Notice
should be preserved in a manner consistent with the directions in
this Notice.

Metadata
13.

As it is relevant to all items cited hereinabove, you and each of
you is instructed to preserve all metadata and not to alter, delete
and/or over-rite any metadata.

Other materials concerning phenoxy Herbicides
14.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately identify, protect, and preserve all other materials in
whatsoever form they may exist which relate to the subject matter
of this litigation or that has replaced it for any reason, in
particular and more specifically,
14.1.

All materials which relate in any way to <<insert a brief
description of the subject matter of the litigation>>.

14.2.

All materials which relate in any way to <<anyone specific
who may be named in the litigation>>.

Specifically with respect to <<any possibly related action >>
15.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately identify, protect, and preserve all materials in
whatsoever form they may exist which may have hitherto been
produced or otherwise relate to the actions <<any relevant prior
actions >>, including, but not limited to all pleadings filed or
submitted whether under seal or not, copies of all depositions,
interrogatories, or other discovery materials produced by or on
behalf of your company, or received by the attorneys for your
company during the course of that litigation, and all
communications or records of communications involving that
litigation.

Specifically with respect to <<anything specific you can think
of>>
16.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately identify, protect, and preserve all materials in
whatsoever form they may exist which may have hitherto been
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produced or otherwise relate to <<insert a brief description of the
subject matter of the litigation>>, including, but not limited to
<<insert any specifics you have not included in any other
paragraph.>>
DATED AT

Melville, New York
<<>> <<>> 2020

CORY H. MORRIS (CM 5225)
THE LAW OFFICES OF CORY H. MORRIS

Attorney for the <<Name of Party>>
Office & P.O. Address
33 Walt Whitman Rd, suite 310
Dix Hills, New York 11746
Phone: (631) 450–2515
FAX: (631) 223–7377

email

Cory.H.Morris@protonmail.com

VICTOR JOHN YANNACONE, JR. (VY6405)
of counsel
Phone: (631) 475–0231
Email barrister@yannalaw.com
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LITIGATION HOLD NOTICE
<<Prior to filing a Notice of Claim or verified Complaint>>
TO <<MUNICIPALITY/GOVERNMENT
AGENCY/PARTY/OTHER POTENTIAL DATA
SOURCES>>, AND THEIR ATTORNEYS OR
OTHER LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES

name each entity who may have discoverable
material concerning what may become
litigation with the complete address from
their website or other sources over which
they can be presumed to have control.
Use a separate row for each entity. Add rows,
if necessary.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that each of you and all of you, and each attorney
and law firm who represents you or any of you, and each attorney and
law firm who has represented you in the past with respect to any
matter involving <<insert a brief description of the subject matter of the
potential litigation>> is directed to immediately implement a “litigation
hold” such that any documents, data, or electronically stored
information (ESI) is and shall be preserved and maintained in its native
format, and in accordance with the following safeguards:
Electronic data to be preserved
1.

The following types of electronic data and/or the electronic data of
the subsidiaries, divisions, agents, employees and relevant thirdparties or vendors of each individual or entity to whom this notice
is addressed or delivered should be preserved in native format, in
accordance with the steps set forth below:
1.1. All

electronic mail and information about electronic mail
(including message contents, header and logs of e-mail
system usage) sent or received by any custodian relating to
<<insert a brief description of the subject matter of the
potential litigation>>
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1.2. All

databases, including field and structural information as well
as records, containing any information relating to <<insert a
brief description of the subject matter of the potential
litigation>>

1.3. All

logs of activity on any computer systems that have been used
to process or store data containing information relating to
<<insert a brief description of the subject matter of the
potential litigation>>

1.4. All

other electronic data containing information about, or relating
to, <<insert a brief description of the subject matter of the
potential litigation>>including but not limited to:

1.4.1.

All word processing files and file fragments;

1.4.2.

Electronic data created by applications which process
financial, accounting and billing information;

1.4.3.

All electronic calendar and scheduling program files
and file fragments;

1.4.4.

All electronic spreadsheet files and file fragments.

On-Line Data Storage
2.

With regard to online storage and/or direct access storage devices
including, but not limited to, any file server or data array (e.g.
RAID) physically or remotely attached to the computers of any
individual or entity to whom this notice is addressed or delivered
through wired or wireless networking, the undersigned demands
that you and each of you do not modify or delete any existing
electronic data files that meet the criteria set forth above, unless
an exact mirror image has been made and will be preserved and
kept accessible for purposes of this litigation.

Off-Line Data Storage, Backups And Archives
3.

With regard to all electronic media used for offline storage, such
as magnetic tapes and cartridges, CDs, DVDs, USB devices (e.g.
‘thumb drives’) and the like, used with any computer, file server or
data array (e.g. RAID), whether physically or remotely attached to
the computers of any individual or entity to whom this notice is
addressed or delivered through wired or wireless access that
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contain any electronic information relating to the subject matter
of this litigation, the undersigned demands that you an each of
you stop any activity that may result in the loss of such data. This
demand is intended to cover all removable electronic media used
for data storage in any device, including those containing backup
and/or archive data sets.
Preservation of Replaced Data Storage Devices
4.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall preserve
any electronic data storage devices and/or media that may contain
data relating to <<insert a brief description of the subject matter
of the potential litigation>>and that it replaces for any reason.

Fixed Drives on Stand-Alone Personal Computers and Network
Workstations
5.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall not alter,
delete or over-write relevant electronic data that existed on fixed
drives attached to stand-alone microcomputers, network
workstations and/or data arrays (e.g. RAID) at the time of filing of
this action, or perform other procedures such as data compression
and disk defragmentation or optimization routines that may
impact such data, unless an exact mirror image has been made of
such active files and directory listings (including hidden and/or
deleted files) for all directories containing such files and that it
completely restore any altered, deleted or over-written electronic
files and file fragments and arrange to preserve all such data
during the pendency of this litigation.

Applications and Utilities
6.
You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall preserve
copies of all applications and utilities that may be used to process
electronic data discussed in this letter.
Log of System Modifications
7.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall maintain
an activity log of document modifications made to any electronic
data processing system that may affect the capability of any
system to process any electronic data relating to <<insert a brief
description of the subject matter of the potential litigation>>.
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Personal computers and all other devices used by employees,
independent contractors and others under the control of you
and each of you
You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately take the following steps with regard to all fixed
drives attached internally, externally, physically and/or remotely
by wired or wireless access to any personal computers used by any
custodian under the control of you and each of you:

8.

8.1.

An exact mirror image must be made of all electronic data
relating to <<insert a brief description of the subject matter
of the potential litigation>>;

8.2.

Full directory listings (including hidden and deleted files) for
all directories and subdirectories must be written;
You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately take the following steps with regard to all removable
drives attached internally, externally, physically and/or remotely
by wired or wireless access to any personal computers used by any
custodian under the control of you and each of you:

9.

All removable electronic media, such as floppy diskettes,
magnetic tapes and cartridges, CDs, DVDs, USB devices
(e.g. ‘thumb drives’) and the like that existed before the
delivery of this letter and that contain relevant data should
collected, maintained intact and kept available during the
pendency of this litigation.

9.1.

10.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately take the following steps with regard to all other
relevant devices used by any custodian under the control of you
and each of you, whether it is internally, externally, physically
and/or remotely attached by wired or wireless access to any
system used by you and each of you:
10.1.

All cellular phones, personal data assistants (e.g.
Blackberry, iPhones, iPads), tablets, and/or any other device
that stores electronic information (e.g. RAM on printing
devices or FAX machines) and the like that existed before
the delivery of this letter and that contain relevant data
should collected, maintained intact and kept available
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during the pendency of this litigation, together with
voicemail messages, text messages (SMS or otherwise),
instant messages, and other communications and notes.
Evidence Created After Receipt of This Notice
11.

Any relevant electronic data created after receipt of this Notice
should be preserved in a manner consistent with the directions in
this Notice.

Metadata
12.

As it is relevant to all items cited hereinabove, you and each of
you is instructed to preserve all metadata and not to alter, delete
and/or over-rite any metadata.

Other materials concerning <<subject matter of the litigation>>
13.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately identify, protect, and preserve all other materials in
whatsoever form they may exist which relate to the subject matter
of this litigation or that has replaced it for any reason, in
particular and more specifically,
13.1.

All materials which relate in any way to <<insert a brief
description of the subject matter of the litigation>>.

13.2.

All materials which relate in any way to <<anyone specific
who may be named in the litigation>>.

Specifically with respect to <<any possibly related action >>
14.

You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately identify, protect, and preserve all materials in
whatsoever form they may exist which may have hitherto been
produced or otherwise relate to the actions <<any relevant prior
actions >>, including, but not limited to all pleadings filed or
submitted whether under seal or not, copies of all depositions,
interrogatories, or other discovery materials produced by or on
behalf of your company, or received by the attorneys for your
company during the course of that litigation, and all
communications or records of communications involving that
litigation.
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Specifically with respect to <<anything specific you can think
of>>
You and each of you to whom this notice is directed shall
immediately identify, protect, and preserve all materials in
whatsoever form they may exist which may have hitherto been
produced or otherwise relate to <<insert a brief description of the
subject matter of the litigation>>, including, but not limited to
<<insert any specifics you have not included in any other
paragraph.>>
DATED AT

Melville, New York
<<>> <<>> 2020

CORY H. MORRIS (CM 5225)
THE LAW OFFICES OF CORY H. MORRIS

Attorney for the <<Name of Party>>
Office & P.O. Address
135 Pinelawn Rd, suite 310
Melville, New York 11747
Phone: (631) 450–2515
FAX: (631) 223–7377

email

Cory.H.Morris@protonmail.com

VICTOR JOHN YANNACONE, JR. (VY6405)
of counsel
Phone: (631) 475–0231
Email barrister@yannalaw.com
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF TENNESSEE
at CHATTANOOGA
COUNTESS CLEMONS
Plaintiff,
v.

)
)
)
Case No. 1:11-cv-339
)
Collier/Carter
CORRECTIONS CORPORATION
)
OF AMERICA, et al.
)
Defendants.
)
______________________________________________________________________________
G. MICHAEL LUHOWIAK
Plaintiff,
v.

)
)
)
)
)
)

TERESA SMITH, et al.
Defendants.

Case No. 1:11-cv-340
Collier/Carter

REPORT and RECOMMENDATION
I. Introduction
This matter comes before the undersigned for a report and recommendation concerning
the appropriate sanction against Corrections Corporation of America (CCA) for its loss of
important video evidence caused by CCA’s own grossly negligent conduct.
Plaintiffs have filed two identical motions for sanctions for spoliation of evidence in the
related cases: [Doc. 44] in Clemons v. Corrections Corporation of America, Inc., 1:11-cv-339
and [Doc. 61] in Luhowiak v. Smith, 1:11-cv-340. Both cases arise from a November 19, 2010
incident in which inmate Countess Clemons went into premature labor sometime in the late
afternoon or early evening at the Silverdale Detention Facility (SDF), a correctional facility
owned and managed by CCA. Ms. Clemons was eventually transported to Erlanger Hospital, but
her child did not survive. G. Michael Luhowiak is the administrator ad litem of the deceased
child’s estate. Among other claims, plaintiffs bring a claim under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 alleging
1
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CCA was deliberately indifferent to her and her child’s serious medical needs by failing to act
promptly when Ms. Clemons complained of illness on November 19, 2010. Plaintiffs seek
various sanctions up to and including default judgment for spoliation of evidence.
II. Relevant Facts
A. February 5, 2014 Hearing Regarding the Loss of Video Evidence
The undersigned Magistrate Judge held an evidentiary hearing on the motion for
sanctions for spoliation of evidence on February 5, 2014 in which several CCA employees
testified.
Steve Groom is and was at all times relevant to this lawsuit the Executive Vice President
and General Counsel for CCA, a publically traded company which designs, builds, and manages
private prisons for state and federal governments. CCA’s legal department is located in
Nashville, Tennessee. Mr. Groom received two letters, both dated November 26, 2010, from
Lance T. Weber, General Counsel of the Human Rights Defense Center, stating that his office
had been retained to represent Ms. Clemons in connection with the death of her child and asking
that CCA preserve evidence. (See Plaintiff’s Exhibits 1 and 2.) In one letter in particular, Mr.
Weber specifically requested that CCA retain all video made by any cameras in the SDF that
depict Ms. Clemons anywhere on the property during the 24 hour period immediately preceding
her transport from the SDF to the hospital on November 19, 2010 and all video made by any
cameras in the SDF of any persons acting on Ms. Clemons’ behalf or discussing Ms. Clemons’
medical condition prior to her transport to the hospital. (Plaintiff’s Ex. 2). The letters were
forwarded to the CCA lawyer assigned to the SDF who, pursuant to normal CCA protocol,
would have notified the SDF to preserve the requested video. According to Mr. Groom, CCA
has a documents retention policy which requires all potential evidence to be preserved.
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Paul L. Jennings is and was at all relevant times the warden at SDF. He also testified that
there is a policy to preserve evidence at CCA and when any request for evidence is made, a file
is developed and the evidence is placed in it. Warden Jennings received an email with an
attachment, the letter from Lance T. Weber of the Human Rights Defense Center requesting that
the video evidence from November 19, 2010 be preserved. Very soon after receiving the email,
Jennings contacted Assistant Warden Quinn and assigned him the task to obtain and copy the
video evidence. Quinn assigned John Kerns, part-time maintenance worker and part-time IT
staff, to copy the requested video from November 19, 2010. It was Warden Jennings’
understanding that Kerns did copy the requested video from November 19, 2010.
SDF uses the Pelco camera system which does not provide any audio. All video is,
however, time stamped. At the time at issue, Clemons was housed in the Alpha section of SDF.
The Alpha section is comprised of four pods or separate dorms which branch off in four
symmetrical directions from a center post, called the Alpha post. The Alpha post is a large six
sided desk. On the night in question Nurse Badger was stationed as the Alpha post officer.
Clemons was housed in pod 3. There is a camera in Alpha pod three which provides a sweeping
view of the bunks and table area. It does not provide a direct view of the exit door; the
bathrooms and showers; or the pill call area, the station where the nurse dispenses medicine to
the inmates; but it would show whether someone walked toward or away from those areas.
Thus, if Clemons had been assisted from her bunk toward the bathroom or shower area, that
would be shown on the video. The video would also show a corrections officer moving from the
entrance door toward the bunk area or bathroom and shower area.
Another camera shows a view looking down a long hallway toward the large circular
Alpha post desk. If a person walked up to the Alpha post desk, that person would be seen on the
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video though it may be difficult to ascertain the person’s identity given the distance of the Alpha
post desk from the camera located down the hallway. Looking in the direction of the Alpha post
desk, about halfway down the hallway on the left side is the entrance to the Receiving and
Discharge (R&D) area. The camera view does not show inside the R&D area or the entrance
door. It would show someone coming down the hall and turning into the R&D area, however.
There is also a camera located in the R&D area which provides a broad view of the R&D:
the center reception and desk area, the entrance door, and the entrance to cells 1 and 2 are within
the view of this camera. The cell doors to cells 3, 4, and 5 are not on camera, but video would
show if someone left the reception area and walked toward those cell doors. When Ms. Clemons
was brought to R&D the evening of November 19, 2012, she was placed in cell 3.
Finally, there is a camera focused on the door of SDF through which ambulance
personnel would have entered and Clemons would have exited to reach the ambulance.
On November 23, 2010, Ms. Quinn filed a grievance alleging she did not receive timely
medical care thereby causing the death of her child. Warden Jennings assigned the grievance to
Assistant Warden Quinn who immediately viewed the Pelco video from November 19, 2010 as
part of his investigation. Quinn concluded that staff had not acted with malfeasance and denied
the grievance. Ms. Clemons appealed the finding to Jennings who denied her appeal without
further investigation because he felt that Quinn’s decision had adequately addressed Clemons’
arguments.
On November 23, 2010, SDF conducted a morbidity case review of the November 19,
2010 incident and found “[t]he Medical Staff documented very poorly on this inmate” and “[t]he
Medical Transport should have been more timely.” (Plaintiff’s Ex. 9, p. 2)
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Michael T. Quinn was the Assistant Warden at SDF during all times relevant to this
lawsuit. On Friday, November 19, 2010, he worked a normal shift and left SDF about 6 pm.
While en route to his home, he received a call reporting that Ms. Clemons needed a
“nonemergency transport” to the hospital. As the events giving rise to this lawsuit unfolded on
November 19, 2010, Quinn remained in frequent contact with staff at SDF and spoke to a doctor
at Erlanger to keep informed. The following day, Quinn went back to SDF to review the video
tapes from the previous day and to take statements from staff regarding the incident. He also
made plans to allow Ms. Clemons a contact visit with her family and a furlough to attend her
child’s funeral. He also prepared the Notification to Administration of the incident occurring on
November 19, 2010. (Plaintiff’s Ex. 10). The Notification to Administration contains a
“Description of Incident” which was written by Quinn following his investigation. This
“Description of Incident” contains a timeline of events which Quinn testified he prepared based
entirely on his review of the video tapes within the facility. Quinn testified at the evidentiary
hearing before the undersigned that he reviewed the relevant video “a lot of times.”
Quinn participated in the morbidity review of the November 19, 2010 incident. He
testified that he signed the Morbidity Review solely to indicate that he was involved in the
review but that he did not agree with the assessment that “[t]he Medical Transport should have
been more timely.” He testified he thought Ms. Clemons’ situation had been handled properly
and he testified he based this conclusion in no small part on what he saw on the video tapes. In
particular, he mentioned at the February 5, 2014 evidentiary hearing that the video showed Ms.
Clemons being rolled in a wheelchair from the pill call area down the hallway to R&D and there
did not appear to be an emergency. Further, according to Quinn, other video did not show staff
responding as if there were an emergency.
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Quinn remembers receiving a letter from Clemons’ lawyer asking for the relevant video.
When he was asked to preserve the relevant video, he asked CCA employee Kerns to make a
copy. Kerns was a part-time maintenance worker and IT worker. Quinn wrote down on a piece
of paper the date and time frames for the video and which camera views he wanted copied.
Kerns had made video copies for him before, and he felt he had no reason not to trust Kerns to
copy the correct video. Later, Kerns told Quinn he had completed the copying. Quinn did not
check the copies to make sure it was the correct video. In June 2011, the CCA attorneys asked to
see the video of the incident, and Quinn discovered then for the first time that Kerns had copied
video from November 18, 2010, not the necessary video from November 19, 2010. The Pelco
video system overwrites all video every ninety days; therefore, the relevant video had been
overwritten. Nevertheless, Quinn contacted the Nashville central office to see if the video might
still be recovered, and he was told it could not be.
Quinn testified at the evidentiary hearing that the Pelco video system is fairly
complicated. Each camera, which records to a separate DVR, has to be logged into individually
and logged out of before going to the next camera. Quinn testified he walks through the facility
on a regular basis and it is not unusual for inmates to come up to him and complain or ask him
questions.
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B. The Events of November 18 and 19, 20101
On November 18, 2010, plaintiff Countess Clemons was nineteen weeks pregnant. Depo.
of Clemons pg. 67-68, Doc. 75-3. That day, she began experiencing pain in her lower stomach.
Id. at 71-73. She went to see defendant Nurse Smith at pill call, and she told Nurse Smith that
her stomach was hurting “real bad.” Id. Nurse Smith told her not to worry, her uterus was just
stretching. Id. The pain continued to worsen during the night and she did not sleep well. Id. at
79. The pain continued throughout the next day, November 19, 2010. The most comfortable
position for her was rolled into a ball. Depo. of Clemons, pg. 74. Early on November 19, 2010,
when the plaintiff used the bathroom, she noticed a small amount of blood when she wiped. Id. at
79. Sometime between 5 pm and 6 pm, plaintiff could tolerate the pain no longer, and she sent
inmate Christa Chubb to get Corrections Officer Brenda Badger. Id. at 74-75; Depo. of Badger,
pg. 62, line 23 – pg. 63, line 2; pg. 65, line 19 – line 22. Plaintiff was throwing up, and other
inmates were beating on the windows of the unit to try to get someone to come help her. Depo.
of Clemons, pg. 75, 78-79. Defendant Badger entered the dorm area and discovered that Ms.
Clemons was in the bathroom sitting on the toilet and suffering from stomach pain. Badger
Depo. pg. 65, line 19 – pg. 66, line 17. According to Badger’s testimony, within five minutes of
finding Ms. Clemons on the toilet and complaining of stomach pain, Badger informed Defendant
Teresa Smith, LPN (“Nurse Smith”), the nurse working at SDF in the Alpha Unit, that Ms.
Clemons had abdominal pain. Badger Depo., pg. 72, line 18 – line 23. See also, Depo. of

1

The recitation of facts in this section of the report and recommendation is not intended to be a
recommended finding of facts of the events on November 18 and 19, 2010. Rather, the purpose
is to focus on facts as alleged by the parties and on the important differences in the parties’
versions of events occurring on November 19, 2010 because the allegations themselves as well
as the differences are relevant to the importance of the lost video tapes. For each fact, the
undersigned provides a source. Each fact set forth in this section is the assertion of the source
from which it comes – it is not the undersigned’s finding.
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Clemons, pg. 75, line 5 – line 10. Nurse Smith responded to this information by stating that Ms.
Clemons was “probably constipated.” Badger Depo. pg. 73, line 25 – pg. 74, line 9; pg. 74, line
22 – pg. 75, line 24. Badger testified that Nurse Smith did not leave pill call to evaluate Ms.
Clemons. Badger Depo. pg. 75, line 23 – pg. 76, line 6. When Badger returned from pill call,
inmates were beating on the windows asking her, “did you tell the nurse?” Depo. of Badger, pg.
72-73.
Prior to leaving work at the end of Badger’s shift, inmates in the dorm with Ms. Clemons
informed Badger that Ms. Clemons was having more difficulties and was spotting (bleeding).
Depo. of Badger, pg. 82, line 3 – pg. 83, line 16. Badger testified at her deposition that she
informed Nurse Smith about Ms. Clemons bleeding on her way out at the end of her shift. Id.
Defendant Badger also testified that she informed Defendant Juanita Montgomery, a corrections
officer whose shift began immediately after Defendant Badger’s, about the complaints and
condition of Ms. Clemons. Depo. of Badger, pg. 82, line 3 – line 7.
Defendant Montgomery stated that upon coming on duty she was summoned by an inmate in
the same dorm as Ms. Clemons. Depo. of Montgomery pg. 51, line 1 – line 6. Defendant
Montgomery does not recall how much time elapsed from the time that her shift started until the time
that she was summoned by an inmate concerned about Ms. Clemons. Id. pg. 52, line 6 – line 9. After
entering the dorm and checking on Ms. Clemons, Defendant Montgomery and another inmate
assisted Ms. Clemons, who was crying a little and hurting “real bad,” in walking to the pill call area
to see Nurse Smith. Id. pg. 52; 53, line 23 – pg. 54, line 12.
Nurse Smith was working in the Alpha Unit of SDF on November 19, 2010, and has given
testimony that is directly contradictory to that of Defendant Badger regarding Ms. Clemons.
According to Nurse Smith, neither Defendant Badger nor anybody else, other than the plaintiff
herself, ever informed her about Ms. Clemons experiencing abdominal pain or bleeding on
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November 19, 2010. Depo. of Teresa Smith, pg. 89, line 8 – line 12; pg. 106, line 18 - line 22; pg.
108, line 10 – line 22. Nurse Smith further testified that she was first aware of any medical issues
with Ms. Clemons when Ms. Clemons herself came to the pill call area where she (Smith) was
working at approximately 7:30 p.m. Id. at pg. 108, line 16 – line 22. According to Smith, plaintiff
reported to Nurse Smith that she was experiencing a non-bloody discharge. Depo. of Smith at 113.
After talking to Ms. Clemons in pill call about her symptoms, Nurse Smith contacted the
CCA on-call provider, physician assistant Robert Stultz. Depo. of Smith, pg. 113, line 5 – line 8;
Declaration of Stultz, Ex. 17. Stultz ordered that Ms. Clemons be transported out of the facility. Id.
at 113, line 16 – line 18. Nurse Smith testified that she completed a Medical Transport Form at 7:43
p.m. with Ms. Clemons in pill call. Id. at 115, line 16 – pg. 116, line 1. Nurse Smith also testified that
she took Ms. Clemons to R&D in a wheelchair and that the paperwork was ready to get Ms. Clemons
transported. Id. at 115, line 20 – pg. 116, line 4; pg. 114, line 22-23; pg. 117, line 15 – line 25.
Nurse Smith’s testimony conflicts with testimony from corrections officer Daniel Garcia
(“Defendant Garcia”) regarding who brought Ms. Clemons to R&D. Defendant Garcia was the
officer working in the R&D unit on November 19, 2010. He testified that Ms. Clemons was brought
to R&D by Montgomery at 7:32 p.m. Depo. of Garcia, pg. 33, line 2 – line 18. Plaintiff also
testified Montgomery brought her to R&D in a wheelchair. Depo. of Clemons, pg. 77. Ms. Clemons
was placed in cell 3 in the R&D unit. Depo. of Garcia, pg. 30, line 21.

Ms. Clemons testified that before she arrived at R&D, her water had broken and that
while in the cell in R&D, she suffered from severe vaginal bleeding, abdominal pain and
contractions. Depo of Clemons. pg. 81, line 3 – pg. 82, line 14. According to Ms. Clemons, the
next time she noticed vaginal bleeding on November 19, 2010, after seeing some blood in the
bathroom that morning, was when she was in the cell in R&D. Depo. of Clemons pg. 82-83. She
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crawled to the cell door and beat on the bottom pleading for help. Id. at 82. Ms. Clemons also
testified that Garcia never came to help her while she was in R&D. Id.
Garcia has testified that he had a conversation with Ms. Clemons while she was standing
in the cell, about her requests to see the nurse after being brought to R&D. Depo. of Garcia, pg.
41, line 17 – pg. 43, line 20. Garcia did not recall when this conversation occurred in relation to
when Ms. Clemons arrived in R&D. Depo. of Garcia, pg. 44, line 3 – line 18. According to Ms.
Clemons, she pleaded with CCA staff member Garcia for help, who then advised Ms. Clemons
that the staff at Silverdale were conducting a “count” and responding to “codes,” and Garcia did
not take any action to provide Ms. Clemons with medical treatment. Depo. of Clemons, pg. 81,
line l9 – pg. 82, line 6.
After Ms. Clemons was placed in the cell in R&D, a code red (inmate attack on an
officer) was called at 8:03 p.m. in another part of SDF. Depo. of Montgomery, pg. 71, line 10 –
line 11. At some point while Ms. Clemons was in the R&D cell, her pants became wet and
soaked in blood, she was crying and moaning in pain, and Defendant Montgomery brought her a
new pair of pants. Depo. of Clemons, pg. 82, line 7 – 10. Defendant Montgomery testified that
she brought Ms. Clemons a change of pants, but is not sure what time that occurred. Depo. of
Montgomery, pg. 63, line 18 – pg. 67, line. 2. Defendant Montgomery also testified that the
video footage would be able to identify what time she entered the cell in R&D and provided Ms.
Clemons with a change of pants and when she exited the cell and disposed of the pants Ms.
Clemons had been wearing and were soaked with blood. Id.
After the code red at SDF, Ms. Clemons had yet to be transported to the hospital. Once
Defendant Montgomery was finished responding to the code red, she returned to R&D and found that
Ms. Clemons had yet to be transported to the hospital. Depo. of Montgomery, pg. 60, line 21 -pg. 61,
line 25. At that point, according to Nurse Smith, Defendant Montgomery called Nurse Smith, who
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was back in the Alpha pill call room, and advised Nurse Smith that Ms. Clemons was bleeding.
Depo. of Smith, pg. 133, line 20 – pg. 135, line 4. Nurse Smith testified that she ran from the pill call
room to R&D. Depo. of Smith, pg. 138, line 11 – line 15. After arriving at R&D and opening Ms.
Clemons’ cell door, Nurse Smith noticed blood and saw Ms. Clemons lying on the bench in the cell.
Depo. of Smith, pg. 138, line 21 – pg. 139, line 6. At that point, Nurse Smith directed other CCA
staff to call 911. Depo. of Smith, pg. 139, line 17 – line 19. Nurse Smith does not recall what time
this occurred. Depo. of Smith, pg. 140, line 1 – line 8. However, Defendant Montgomery testified
that she and Nurse Smith went to R&D after the code at the same time. Depo. of Montgomery, pg.
62, line 9 – pg. 64, line 2. Defendant Montgomery does not recall what time this occurred, but has
testified that the video footage would indicate the time. Depo. of Montgomery, pg. 66, line 15 – pg.
67, line 2.
Hamilton County Emergency Medical Services providers arrived at SDF at approximately
9:46 pm, left for Erlanger Hospital with the plaintiff at approximately 10 pm, and arrived at Erlanger
Hospital with the plaintiff at approximately 10:26 pm. EMS 0001-5, Doc. 57-9. Sometime after
plaintiff’s arrival at Erlanger, she miscarried.
III. Analysis

A federal court applies federal law when determining whether sanctions should be
imposed for spoliation of evidence. Id. at 553 (citing Adkins v. Wolever, 554 F.3d 650, 652 (6th
Cir. 2009). A district court’s imposition of sanctions for spoliation will be reviewed by the court
of appeals for abuse of discretion. Id. The Sixth Circuit in Beaven v. United States Dep’t of
Justice, 622 F.3d 540 (6th Cir. 2010) set forth in comprehensive fashion the framework and
standards required to impose sanctions for spoliation. Before sanctions can be imposed, three
requirements must be established:
(1) that the party having control over the evidence had an obligation to preserve it at the
time it was destroyed; (2) that the records were destroyed “with a culpable state of mind”;
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and (3) that the destroyed evidence was “relevant” to the party's claim or defense such
that a reasonable trier of fact could find that it would support that claim or defense.

Beaven, 622 F.3d at 553 (quoting Residential Funding Corp. v. DeGeorge Fin. Corp., 306 F.3d
99, 107 (2d Cir.2002)). The party seeking the imposition of sanctions bears the burden to prove
these three requirements. Bryd v. Alpha Ins. Corp., 518 F. App’x 380, 383-84 (6th Cir. 2013);
Pollard v. City of Columbus, 2013 WL 5334028 *5 (S.D. Ohio Sept. 23, 2013).
Duty To Preserve Evidence
An obligation to preserve evidence exists when the party should have known that the
evidence may be relevant to future litigation. Beaven, 622 F.3d at 553. Ms. Clemons’ counsel
specifically requested CCA to preserve this evidence within one week of the events giving rise to
this action. CCA concedes it had an obligation to preserve the video evidence at issue.
Culpable State of Mind
The culpable state of mind factor can be established by conduct ranging from negligent to
intentional conduct. Id. (“[T]he ‘culpable state of mind’ factor is satisfied by a showing that the
evidence was destroyed ‘knowingly, even if without intent to [breach a duty to preserve it], or
negligently.’ ”) (brackets original, emphasis original) (quoting Residential Funding Corp., 306
F.3d at 108)).
CCA states it “may have been negligent in its loss of the video.” CCA’s response to
motion for sanctions, Page ID # 1519. Plaintiffs assert the evidence establishes the loss of video
was intentional. Plaintiffs note that defendants had ample notice within a week’s time that the
video should be preserved and ninety days thereafter to check and ensure that the proper video
had been preserved. Plaintiffs also point to the fact that in November 2010, SDF conducted a
morbidity review in which Assistant Warden Quinn participated, and this morbidity review
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found that SDF did not act in a timely manner regarding Clemons’ medical needs. Further, on
November 23, 2010, Clemons filed a grievance related to the events of November 19, 2010.
Quinn investigated and reviewed the grievance and relied heavily on the video to deny it.
According to plaintiffs,
the denial of Ms. Clemons’ grievance while finding a delay in transporting Ms. Clemons
to the emergency room during the Morbidity Review illustrates that that CCA
intentionally withheld evidence from Ms. Clemons about this incident during the
grievance process. Plaintiffs submit that these actions create a strong inference that CCA
intentionally failed to preserve the video evidence because it would be detrimental to
CCA as CCA acknowledged the delay in transporting Ms. Clemons during its own
Morbidity Review.
Plaintiffs’ reply brief, 1:11-cv-339, Page ID # 1566.
The undersigned accepts neither sides’ evaluation of CCA’s culpable state of mind
instead concluding that CCA’s state of mind lies closer to recklessness than mere negligence or
intentionality. There are several factors which lead the undersigned to this conclusion. In
finding that CCA’s conduct was not intentional, I accept Assistant Warden Quinn’s testimony
that he requested the video from November 19, 2010 be saved and that the failure to save the
correct day was unintentional.
In finding that CCA’s conduct was more than simply negligent, I rely on the following
factors: first, there was no delay in the request for the video tapes and the appropriate people
were notified it should be preserved. Clemons’ counsel sent two letters within one week of the
incident at issue to CCA’s General Counsel, Steve Groom, asking that the video be preserved.
Groom emailed SDF Warden Jennings shortly thereafter with a copy of the letters attached
informing Jennings to preserve the video. Jennings assigned the task of preserving the video to
Assistant Warden Quinn.
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Second, Quinn knew how important the video was in determining what happened to
Clemons on November 19, 2010: he testified at the evidentiary hearing before the undersigned
that he viewed all the video himself multiple times, a difficult task given how the video was
stored in the Pelco system, and relied on it heavily to determine that Clemons’ grievance alleging
malfeasance in failing to provide her adequate and timely medical care should be denied. In fact,
at the February 5, 2013 evidentiary hearing before the undersigned, Quinn testified he
determined Clemons was not in an emergency situation when being wheeled from her pod to
R&D because the staff did not look upset or concerned—a conclusion based on what Quinn saw
on the video. Thus the undersigned concludes CCA knew the video was a key piece of evidence
in the case.
Third, the gravity of the event in question naturally demanded significantly more care and
attention to the preservation of the video evidence than was given. In the incident at issue, a
death occurred. It is an extremely serious matter deserving meticulous effort to insure the
relevant evidence is preserved. Instead, Quinn assigned the collection and preservation of the
video (after he himself had viewed the video repeatedly) to a part-time maintenance worker/IT
person. This does not inspire the undersigned’s confidence in the seriousness with which SDF
took the preservation request. Further and more importantly, even though Quinn, Jennings, and
their lawyers were aware that the video on the Pelco system was taped over every 90 days, they
made no efforts during the 90 day period to confirm that the correct video had been preserved.
CCA was cavalier in its efforts to preserve the video at issue.
Based on the three factors discussed above, the undersigned concludes CCA’s conduct
constitutes more than negligence but less than intentional conduct; it was gross negligence.
Gross negligence has been defined as, “[s]uch entire want of care as would raise a presumption
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of conscious indifference to the consequences.” Livingston v. High Country Adventures, Inc.,
156 F.3d 1230, *3 (6th Cir. July 30, 1998) (quoting Craig v. Stagner, 159 Tenn. 511, 19 S.W.2d
234, 236 (Tenn.1929) (abrogated on other grounds by McIntyre v. Balentine, 833 S.W.2d 52
(Tenn.1992)). See also, Helton v. Reynolds, 640 S.W.2d 5, 10 (Tenn.Ct.App. 1982) (Gross
negligence is indicated by a conscious neglect of duty or a callous indifference to consequences.)
Assigning the preservation of the video to a maintenance worker with some IT duties and then
failing to take steps during an entire 90 day period following the death of Clemons’ child to
ensure that the proper video had been preserved constituted callous indifference to CCA’s duty
to preserve important evidence in this case.
Relevance of the Video Evidence
CCA has raised a number of arguments as to why it believes the video at issue is not
relevant to this case for purposes of spoliation sanctions. First, CCA argues, plaintiffs can call
inmates as witnesses to testify as to what happened and when it happened on November 19,
2010, and, therefore, the video is not necessary. Second, plaintiffs cannot prove that the video
would have been helpful to them. Third, plaintiffs have not been prejudiced by the loss of the
video because the video shows very little of the SDF. Fourth, because plaintiff cannot prove all
the elements of her claims, the video is irrelevant.
There is no doctrine within the Sixth Circuit holding that spoliated evidence is only
relevant if it was the only evidence a party could have used to prove her claim or defense. In
fact, at least one court within the Sixth Circuit has specifically rejected this argument. See
Pollard v. City of Columbus, 2013 WL 5334028 *5 (S.D. Ohio Sept. 23, 2013). In Pollard, the
plaintiff’s son was shot and killed by police while driving a vehicle, and the vehicle was riddled
with bullet holes. Plaintiff brought an action under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for the death of her son.
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Police impounded the vehicle in which the son was killed and, despite a request to hold the
vehicle, it was later destroyed. The Pollard court stated, “[a]lthough Defendants have
exhaustively listed alternative sources of evidence that the Plaintiff might employ in its case, that
is not the proper inquiry. Rather Circuit precedent requires only that the evidence be ‘relevant’
to a claim or defense.” Id. at *5 (citing Beaven, 622 F.3d at 553). Instead, the Pollard court
found “[a] reasonable trier of fact could find that an opportunity to further examine and inspect
the vehicle itself would support the claims asserted by the Plaintiff.” Id. The undersigned finds
Pollard to be persuasive; even though inmates and Clemons can testify as to the events in
question, the video is still very relevant to the issues in this case. Plaintiffs are correct that
inmate witnesses, because they are inmates convicted of crimes, will not carry the same
credibility that a corrections officer would. A video tape of events with a time stamp is a highly
useful tool in determining what happened and when it happened.
Nor is there a requirement within the Sixth Circuit that the party seeking sanctions show
the spoliated evidence would support her claim. Rather, the movant for sanctions need only
show that the spoliated evidence could have been useful to her claim. Jones v. Staubli Motor
Sports Division, 897 F.Supp.2d 599, 609 (S.D. Ohio 2012). In Jones, the plaintiff brought a
claim against the defendant manufacturer alleging a race car refueling device had a
manufacturing defect which caused his burn injuries. The manufacturer lost the refueling device;
thus, plaintiffs experts never had the chance to examine it and “assess whether there was a
specific defect present in the product that may have caused it to fail on the day of the accident.”
Id. at 609. The manufacturer argued Jones was not entitled to sanctions for spoliation because
Jones could not show the lost device would have been beneficial to his case. The Jones court
soundly rejected this argument:
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Though Staübli argues that Jones has failed to show that the missing SAF [refueling
devices] would have been “favorable” to his case, this Court disagrees with the notion
that Jones necessarily has to show this to be entitled to an adverse inference instruction.
Staübli cites In re Nat'l Century for this proposition ( see 2009 WL 2169174 at *12), but
the Court notes that the Sixth Circuit in Beaven has since described the third prong
differently, requiring only that a party show that a reasonable trier of fact could find that
the missing evidence would support that party's claim. Beaven at 553. In a case like this,
where a defendant manufacturer has lost or destroyed the very product at issue in a
products liability case, a reasonable trier of fact could find that the missing evidence
could support the party's claim simply by virtue of the fact that the trier of fact could have
found the presence of a manufacturing defect had the product been preserved. The Court
rejects Staübli's approach, at least as it pertains to circumstances such as that present
here, for it has the real potential of giving a defendant manufacturer an inherent
advantage in litigation by having destroyed the very product alleged to have been
defective.
Id. at 609 (emphasis original). See also Byrd v. Alpha Alliance Ins., 518 Fed.Appx. 380,385 (6th
Cir. Mar. 26, 2013) (holding oven was “relevant” to Alpha Alliance’s claims or defenses where
“fire originated from the oven, and Bryd’s destruction of the glass top range impaired Alpha
Alliance’s determination of the fire’s precise cause.”); Wiseman v. Lipinski, 2012 WL 928739 *3
(M.D. Tenn. Mar. 19, 2012)(holding motor part destroyed by defendant was “relevant” for
purposes of spoliation sanctions based on allegation in plaintiff’s lawsuit that defendant had
improperly maintained the part thereby causing plaintiff to have an accident resulting in her
injuries); Coach, Inc. v. Dequindre Plaza, L.L.C., 2013 WL 2152038 *13 (E.D. Mich. May 16,
2013) (“relevance in [the context of sanctions for spoliation] includes evidence which would
naturally have been introduced into evidence.”) (internal citations omitted) (brackets added).
In the instant case, video on November 19, 2010 of the pod where Clemons was housed,
of the hallway from the pod to R&D, and inside R&D itself would be evidence “which would
naturally have been introduced into evidence” at trial. While the video from those areas did not
have audio and would not have shown everything that occurred in those areas, it would have
shown a number of important matters and given a time stamp for each of them. For example, it
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would have shown whether and when Clemons was assisted through the pod’s main room toward
the bathroom, whether and when Badger went toward the bathroom in the pod, whether and
when inmates were beating on the pod windows trying to secure help for Clemons, whether and
when Badger went toward the pill call area where Nurse Smith was stationed, who wheeled
Clemons to R&D and when, the demeanor of staff and Clemons at the time Clemons was being
rolled down the hall to R&D, and whether Garcia ever approached that side of the cell area
where Clemons was being housed in R&D. All this information would have been helpful in
assessing the seriousness of Clemons’ distress, when staff was informed of Clemons’ distress,
and the timeliness of the SDF staff’s reactions to it -- issues which are key to the question of
whether SDF staff acted with deliberate indifference to a serious medical need. Moreover,
CCA’s insistence in its briefing that the video would not be useful to the plaintiff because it had
no audio and only a limited view of the facility is particularly unpersuasive given Assistant
Warden Quinn’s testimony that he viewed the video over and over and relied on it heavily in
determining that Clemons’ grievance should be denied.
CCA also argues that the video evidence cannot show that CCA had a custom, policy, or
pattern and practice of deliberate indifference to the serious medical needs of inmates, thus the
video is irrelevant. However, the Sixth Circuit has no requirement that evidence must be
relevant to every element of a particular claim before sanctions can be awarded for its spoliation.
See e.g., Wiseman v. Lipinski, 2012 WL 928739 *3 (M.D. Mar. 19, 2012) ( holding that because
the plaintiff could not prove one element of his claim due to spoliation of evidence, plaintiff was
entitled to an adverse inference against the defendant). As previously discussed, the video
evidence at issue could have provided valuable information regarding the seriousness of
plaintiff’s condition, when the defendants became aware of plaintiffs’ condition, and when
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defendants took action regarding defendants’ condition.2 Based on all the reasons stated above,
the undersigned concludes the video evidence was relevant for purposes of spoliation sanctions.
The Purpose of Sanctions
Imposing sanctions for spoliation of evidence has two purposes: (1) “leveling the
evidentiary playing field” and (2) “sanctioning improper conduct.” Adkins v. Wolever, 554 F.3d
650 (6th Cir. 2009); see also Beaven, 622 F.3d at 544 (“a proper spoliation sanction should serve
both fairness and punitive functions.”) (quoting Welsh v. United States, 844 F.2d 1239, 1246,
(6th Cir.1988), overruled on other grounds by Adkins, 554 F.3d 650)). The sanction chosen
should be no more than is necessary to level the evidentiary playing field and correspond to the
spoliator’s degree of culpability after a “fact intensive inquiry into the party’s degree of fault
under the circumstances.” Beaven, 622 F.3d at 554; accord, Bryd, 518 Fed. Appx. at 385-86;
Freeman v. Collins, 2014 WL 325631 *6 (S.D. Ohio Jan. 29, 2014). Sanctions may range
anywhere from instructing a jury that it may infer a fact based on lost or destroyed evidence to
granting summary judgment. Beaven, 622 F.3d at 554; Bryd, 518 Fed. Appx. at 385-86.
The undersigned observes that, as a practical matter, imposing sanctions in this action
may be somewhat problematic because sanctions should not be imposed against the individual
defendants, only CCA. Plaintiff concedes that the individual defendants should not be
sanctioned for loss of the video because they did not have control over the video while CCA as
an institution did. However, there is precedent for imposing sanctions on one defendant while

2

CCA also makes a number of other arguments which are akin to a motion for summary
judgment to assert no sanction should be applied. Whether these actions will be able to
withstand actual motions for summary judgment is a matter for the district court to decide. It is
not an issue the undersigned need address since the undersigned is not going to recommend a
sanction which will, in effect, award judgment, full or partial, to the plaintiffs.
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not imposing them on another. See Wiseman v. Lipinski, 2012 WL 928739 *2 (M.D. Tenn. Mar.
19, 2012) (imposing adverse inference jury instruction on defendant who had control over
spoliated evidence while declining to do so for defendant who did not control spoliated
evidence).
In the instant case, the video evidence is particularly important to the plaintiffs’ case
because of its credibility value in establishing a timeline of events before Clemons was
transported to Erlanger on November 19, 2010. While the plaintiff and other inmates may be
able to testify as to the Clemons’ condition, what SDF staff was told and when, and the action
taken by SDF staff on November 19, 2010; if the inmates’ testimony diverges from the SDF
staff’s testimony, then the inmates will have greater credibility problems simply because they are
inmates. The video had no such limitations; indeed, the video would have been crucial to the
timeline of events. On the other hand, the video could not have established the cause of the
child’s death. According to CCA’s expert, the child would have died even if Clemons had been
transported hours earlier to the hospital because of the type of infection that Clemons had
contracted. The video in no way could have provided evidence to rebut this type of testimony.
In addition, while the video itself could have provided evidence regarding what SDF staff saw,
knew, and did and at what time, whether this information should be interpreted as deliberate
indifference to a serious medical need is within the province of the jury. On the other hand, an
adverse inference jury instruction is still needed to level the evidentiary playing field on matters
the video could have addressed, and CCA’s gross negligence justifies a mandatory adverse
inference. See Beaven, 622 F.3d at 553 (“an adverse inference for evidence spoliation is
appropriate if the Defendants knew the evidence was relevant to some issue at trial and their
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culpable conduct resulted in its loss or destruction” ) (internal citation omitted). Accordingly,
the undersigned RECOMMENDS3 the following:
(1) Instructing the jury that CCA was under a duty to preserve video evidence of the
events which unfolded at SDF on November 19, 2010, that CCA failed to do so, that such failure
constituted gross negligence, and that the jury should find the video evidence lost by CCA would
have been unfavorable to CCA,
(2) Prohibiting CCA from offering any evidence or testimony from witnesses who
viewed the now unavailable video footage, and
(3) Awarding plaintiffs’ reasonable attorney’s fees and costs to prosecute plaintiffs’
motion for sanctions for spoliation of evidence.

SBj|ÄÄ|tÅ UA `|àv{xÄÄ VtÜàxÜ
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE

3

Any objections to this Report and Recommendation must be served and filed within fourteen
(14) days after service of a copy of this recommended disposition on the objecting party. Such
objections must conform to the requirements of Rule 72(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure. Failure to file objections within the time specified waives the right to appeal the
District Court’s order. Thomas v. Arn, 474 U.S. 140, 88 L.Ed.2d 435, 106 S. Ct. 466 (1985).
The district court need not provide de novo review where objections to this report and
recommendation are frivolous, conclusive or general. Mira v. Marshall, 806 F.2d 636 (6th Cir.
1986). Only specific objections are reserved for appellate review. Smith v. Detroit Federation of
Teachers, 829 F.2d 1370 (6th Cir. 1987).
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